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The Treasures of South Lanarkshire  Part 2 

The World of Prehistoric Pottery and Jewellery. 
 

Introduction 
This section is Part 2 of a trilogy on prehistoric objects found in South Lanarkshire, 
the first part regarded stone objects and the third deals with metals. See Part 1 for the 
principal introduction to the area. 
 
Throughout the archaeological investigations of the area known as South Lanarkshire 
and stretching back into the 19th century, prehistoric pottery has figured prominently. 
In the early days, graves in particular were disturbed by road and rail works and also 
by general agricultural activities such as breaking in new ground for arable and 
pasture. 
 
During the 20th century discoveries continued to be made, for example in sand and 
gravel quarries, and for research purposes by the Royal Commission on the Ancient 
and Historical Monuments of Scotland whilst preparing their Lanarkshire Inventory of 
Monuments (RCAHMS 1978). Laterally in that century and continuing to the present 
time, development archaeology and the work of local volunteers, in particular Biggar 
Archaeology Group has now amassed a large corpus of data on prehistoric pottery 
covering the Early to Late Neolithic and the Bronze Age periods. 
 
Taken as a whole, the pottery now recovered and preserved, although perhaps not 
spectacular in appearance, nevertheless is arguably one of the most important 
collections in Scotland, given that it comes from a relatively small part of the country. 
 
The Early Neolithic. 6000 to 5000 years ago 
In 1990 there were no recorded examples of Early or Late Neolithic pottery from the 
area; south central Scotland was simply a blank map as far as such material was 
concerned, even though known and sites of the period were prominently visible on the 
landscape, such as henges and chambered cairns. 
 
The picture changed radically when volunteers from the Biggar Group, then in 
association with Lanark & District Archaeology Society discovered and excavated a 
series of Early Neolithic pottery scatters on Biggar Common. Dr Alison Sheridan of 
the National Museum described the assemblage as the largest collection of such 
pottery to be found in Scotland at that time and she was able to re classify the type as 
a result of the huge numbers of sherds found. In excess of two hundred vessels are 
reckoned to be represented and these cover an extensive range of styles from tiny 
pinch pots to large carinated bowls (Pl’s 42 - 49). BAG commissioned local potter 
Douglas Davies (Pl 42) to make replica pots (Pl 43) to represent some of the types 
found, these are now used in displays and for teaching purposes at Biggar Museum. 
 
Very soon afterwards in 1993, BAG discovered another site at the eastern end of 
Biggar Common and known as Carwood Hill, here they found an almost equally large 
collection of Early Neolithic pottery sherds dated on radio-carbon evidence to 5900 
years ago (Pl’s 44 & 45), and the assemblage is practically identical in style to that 
found at the western end of the hill. 
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The work of BAG continued unabated in other rescue projects in arable fields and 
forests, and an incredible story has emerged of the first farmers and their ceramic 
traditions of plain undecorated pottery, and which also compares well with the two 
Biggar Common sites.  
 
Carwood Farm, Melbourne Farm (Pl’s 46 & 48), Brownsbank Farm, Weston Farm, 
Nether Hangingshaw Farm and most recently at Daer valley (Pl 47) (Ward various 
ref’s below) have now produced assemblages which have come from radiocarbon 
dated contexts and features, spanning the period from c 5900 years ago to c 5500 
years ago.  
 
Other occasional sherds have been found in different places by BAG and others, e.g. 
Early Neolithic sherds were found as a residual deposit below the Bronze Age burial 
cairns at Stonyburn, Crawford.  
 
Strangely, the earliest pottery seems to be often the best quality in production terms. 
Fine thin walled pots with smooth burnished surfaces were handmade and although 
seldom having any decoration, these vessels are certainly superior in quality to most 
of which was to follow. 

 
Pl 42. Douglas Davies, potter, making replica Biggar Common vessels. 
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Pl 43. Biggar Common replica Early Neolithic pots. The shapes shown here are 
only a few of the types actually found as sherds. 
 

  
Pl 44. EN rim sherds, Carwood Farm. Pl 45. EN Rim sherd, Carwood Farm. 

 
Pl 46. EN rim sherds from Melbourne Farm. 
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Pl 47. EN Rim sherds, Daer Valley. Pl 48. EN rim sherds, Melbourne Farm 
  
Although the EN sherds found in South Lanarkshire may not be particularly appealing 
to look at, they are vitally important evidence of the first farmers in Scotland. 
Occupation of the upper reaches of the Clyde continued from the Mesolithic hunter 
gatherer period to the first permanent settlements and farms, and the innovative use of 
pottery, building houses and domesticating plants and animals, the changeover 
between the cultures was revolutionary, and it is the pottery more than anything else 
which defines it all, although larger stone axes also appear to be a new innovation. 
 
Sadly, when such pottery is exposed by ploughing fields or forests or by erosion from 
reservoirs, it only has weeks or months to survive (Pl 49), before it reverts by 
weathering from the baked clay which it is, to dust! The lessons of our disappearing 
heritage in this form do not seem to attract much attention out with voluntary 
organisations such as BAG. 
 

 
Pl 49. After only a few days being exposed to weather, this 5000+ sherd of 
pottery is disintegrating back to its component material – baked clay. Biggar 
Common East. 
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It has been noted on several occasions by BAG that early prehistoric pottery has been 
coming to the surface of ploughed fields as a consequence of modern ploughs being 
heavier and larger than before, and therefore by excavating deeper into the soil than 
previous ploughs, archaeological deposits are being disturbed for the first time, 
perhaps in many instances the last vestiges of such layers are being removed. While 
lithic will survive indefinitely in the plough soils, pottery will not, there is only a 
single opportunity to recover it from the fields before it crumbles to dust or clay, to be 
lost forever. BAG have tried repeatedly to highlight this dilemma of our vanishing 
heritage, but seemingly in vain, as few people whether professional or amateur appear 
to be interested! Never before has there been such an urgent need to walk ploughed 
fields. 
 
Perhaps surprising, an excavated Early Neolithic assemblage of pottery recently found 
at Larkhall Academy, may at present be seen as an exceedingly rare survivor in the 
more densely populated and built up area of the lower Clyde valley. The collection 
was disposed to Biggar Museum.  
  
The Late Neolithic. 5000 to c 4000 years ago 
 
The first farmers on the landscape obviously thrived and cultural developments such 
as decorated pottery began to emerge. Simple designs on the later Early Neolithic 
pottery gave way to a distinctive style known as ‘Grooved Ware’, and as the name 
implies the decoration was by scoring the surface of the pots in decorative schemes of 
straight and angular lines. The style is believed to have originated in Orkney. This 
was soon followed by another type known as ‘Impressed Ware’, imaginatively 
labelled by the fact that decoration was now being applied by pressing the clay with 
items such as bone comb teeth, cord, fingernails, small bones, and other items to form 
geometric designs. An important point to make is that the shape of most pots changed 
from the Early Neolithic round based vessels to straight angular sided flat based pots.   
 
Apart from occasional sherds found at Biggar Common the first good assemblage of 
later Neolithic pottery came from nearby Wellbrae at Thankerton, part of the same 
overall project as Wellbrae, which was a pipeline construction, produced another 
small assemblage further south at Hillend near Roberton. This was soon followed 
when BAG found a substantial collection of Grooved Ware from the other end of 
Biggar Common, known as Carwood Hill (Pl’s 50 - 52. However, it has been the 
work of BAG at Melbourne Farm (Pl’s 53 - 56) which has produced the largest 
Lanarkshire collection of Impressed and Grooved Wares from a series of excavations 
in a Xmas tree plantation. Another excellent assemblage was found by them at 
Carwood Farm, only a few hundred metres from their earlier discovery of Early and 
Late Neolithic pottery further up on Carwood Hill. 
 
Therefore within only two decades an important series of projects has now produced 
perhaps the best overall collection of Late Neolithic decorated pottery in southern 
Scotland. The nearest site to Clydesdale is in Peeblesshire at Meldon Bridge where a 
small assemblage was found during road re construction and is associated with a 
timber post built structure forming a palisade and avenue. 
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All of the Neolithic pottery found in South Lanarkshire has been associated with 
settlements rather than funerary contexts, and to date, it has all been disposed to 
Biggar Museum, where it may be researched by appointment. 
 
Some sherds from Melbourne Farm have been radiocarbon dated by residues adhering 
to the surfaces of the sherds, and some have been analysed to show that cow milk was 
once contained in the pots – 4500 years ago! 
 
Unfortunately only two of the BAG collections has been professionally reported; 
those from Biggar Common and Carwood Hill. 
 
 
 

 
  

Pl’s 50 - 52. Grooved Ware sherds from Biggar Common East (Carwood Hill). 
 

  
Pl 53. Grooved Ware, Melbourne 
Farm. 

Pl 54. Impressed Ware, Melbourne Farm. 
‘Maggot’ impression, made by pressing 
string wrapped around the potter’s finger 
knuckles. 
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PL 55. Impressed Ware, Melbourne 
Farm. 

Pl 56. ‘Hybrid’ type Impressed Ware, 
Melbourne Farm. 

 
The Bronze Age. 4000 to 2500 years ago 
As with other places the pottery changes distinctly with the coming of the Bronze 
Age, and beakers are cited as the incoming ceramic influence, possibly originating 
from the Low Countries region. In South Lanarkshire there is one of the largest 
numbers of beaker pot find spots in Scotland, and they continue to be discovered. 
However, the rest of the Bronze Age suite of ceramic tradition is also well represented 
with other funerary decorated pots such as food vessels, cinerary urns, small 
‘accessory vessels’, all found in association with burial sites, adopting both cremation 
and inhumation practices.  
 
From the domestic context are ‘bucket urn’ pots, large generally undecorated pots 
which may have been used for cooking as well as storage. Contrary to the finely made 
Early Neolithic pots, the bucket urns are seen to be of poor manufacturing standards, 
being thick, crude and often containing fairly large inclusions, >10mm in size in the 
body fabric. One may have thought quality and standards would have improved from 
the early years, but they did not! However some of the beakers are exceedingly finely 
made having thin sides and decorated.  
 
Unlike the Neolithic pottery from Clydesdale, which can only be seen at Biggar 
Museum, the knowledge of local Bronze Age examples goes back over a century, and 
fortunately, many of the early discoveries still survive in The Museum of Scotland, 
Hamilton, and  Glasgow museums.  
 
In 1978 the Royal Commission for the Ancient and Historical Monuments of Scotland 
(RCAHMS 1978) [now HES] listed fifteen beaker finds, forty five food vessels, 
twenty one cinerary urns, five accessory vessels and forty seven ‘unspecified urns’ 
(possibly several beakers at least) all coming from Lanarkshire. It has to be stated that 
the landscape covered in that publication extends as far as Glasgow and many of the 
finds were multiple pots from graves or cemeteries, also, many of these finds have 
since disappeared. Nevertheless it does demonstrate the richness of the ceramic legacy 
from the period in the area. Things have moved on considerably with more 
discoveries being made, and some of these have come indirectly or directly by BAG.  
 
Prehistoric pottery is one of the defining aspects of life in those remote times, 
showing the development of settlement, farming, funerary practices, art and industry. 
Those sherds of baked clay are therefore truly some of the most important treasures of 
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our common past. The following gallery of pics shows only a few examples of the 
many pieces now known. 
 

 
Pl 57. During the formation of the Museum of Scotland, Biggar Museum were 
grateful to be able to borrow from the National Collections on a temporary basis. 
This display of Lanarkshire Bronze Age pottery was held in the former Moat 
Park Heritage Centre.   
 

  
Pl’s 58 & 59. 

From a Bronze Age burial mound on Biggar Common came some of the most 
remarkable and rare ‘grave goods’, an exceedingly early ‘all over cord’ 
decorated beaker buried with a stone axe, shown as found and conserved. The 
small pot was smashed over the burial and was a common practise. In an 
adjoining grave was the matching flint axe and dagger (see Pl 26 above). All 
Biggar Museum. 
 

  
Pl’s 60 & 61. Large cinerary urns (left) and food vessels (right) from cremations 
and burials in South Lanarkshire, in the Museum of Scotland. 
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Pl 62. The Crawford beaker and associated bronze bangle from a burial found 
over 150 years ago. In The Museum Of Scotland. [see also Pl 77 below] 
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Pl 63. A tiny cinerary urn from 
Crawford which contained cremated 
human bones. Glasgow Museums. 
 
 

Pl 64. A small beaker from a child 
burial at Melbourne Farm (BAG). 
Biggar Museum. 

 
 
Another aspect of the Bronze Age is jewellery, which is mostly found in burials. We 
have seen the amber and jet beads from the Late Neolithic above (Pl 28), and these 
materials continued in use because they are easy to carve and shape.  
 
The Camps Reservoir cannel coal napkin rings (Pl 65) are unique since they are the 
only examples ever to be found as a pair and in a burial context. Because of the 
position in the ‘crouch burial’ we know they were used as cloak fasteners worn below 
the chin. They were found by BAG and may be seen in Biggar Museum. 
 
Many beautifully fashioned objects of jet and cannal coal have been found (mostly in 
burials) in Upper Clydesdale. 
 

 
Pl 65. Made from Scottish cannel coal the ‘napkin rings’ were used as cloak 
fasteners in the Bronze Age. Biggar Museum. 
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Pl 66 & 67. Many fine objects of jet and cannal coal have been found mostly in 
burials in Upper Clydesdale, now in the Museum of Scotland.  
 

  
 
Pl 68. Further items in the Museum of 
Scotland. Pl’s 66 – 68 by kind 
permission of the Trustees of the 
Museum of Scotland. 
 

Pl 69. Disc beads of jet from a grave at 
Cloburn, Thankerton. Biggar Museum. 
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